How best to assess paper quality for package leaflets – weight or opacity?
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ABSTRACT

The opacity has a significant influence on the legibility of package leaflets. This applies for example to the contrast between font and paper colour. The results of two investigations of 258 randomly selected German package leaflets show that opacity is a more appropriate tool for assessing paper quality than the paper weight recommended in the readability guideline.
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1. Introduction

Recommendations to ensure an appropriate paper quality for package leaflets have been part of various European Union guidelines over the years. The first readability guideline, published in 1998, stated “Paper weight should be no less than 40 g/m². Thinner paper may be too transparent and thus difficult to read.” [1] The current guideline version, published in 2009, changed this to “The paper weight chosen should be such that the paper is sufficiently thick to reduce transparency which makes reading difficult, particularly where the text size is small. Glossy paper reflects light making the information difficult to read, so the use of uncoated paper should be considered.” [2] Also the MHRA’s Committee on Safety of Medicines, Working Group on Patient Information outlines the importance of the paper weight in its report “Always read the leaflet”; however, without providing any specification [3].

Any increase in paper thickness/paper weight demands more space for leaflets within packaging – thereby influencing the production process, including costs. At and beyond a certain volume, the folded package leaflet requires larger outer packaging, forcing changes in packaging lines for the pharmaceutical industry. Allied to the increased 9pt minimum font size for package leaflets recommended in the updated readability guideline – and the continual increase in the word count – larger leaflet sizes and an increased volume of the folded leaflet seem inevitable [3, 4]. This promotes a closer look at thinner paper.

A study of different papers used in package leaflets showed that paper weight and thickness are not universal quality parameters, because paper with low grammage can have a similarly high opacity – the measure of impenetrability of visible light – to heavier paper [5].

However, no European Union guideline defines the meaning of “sufficiently thick”. This begs the question of whether thick paper or high paper weight is best for
package leaflets, or is opacity a better criterion for assessing the qualities of paper with regard to legibility?

To provide solid responses to these questions, the data from two studies were analysed.

2. Material and methods

The representative selection of 271 German package leaflets available in 2005 was involved in a study in which every package leaflet investigated was analysed using 152 validated quality criteria and by measuring 242 other values; including paper weight, word count, contrast between font and paper colour (PAINT2 study) [4]. The opacity of these leaflets was measured by OP papirna s.r.o. (Olšany, Czech Republic) according to ISO 2471.

The second study used was the PAINT3 study; here all 271 package leaflets were readability tested between September 2008 and May 2009 in Jena (Germany) and its surrounds using the written readability test method – this method is accepted across the EU and removes "...any external negative influences which may occur in a face-to-face interview" [6]. Each off the 5091 participants tested just one package leaflet, using only the written instructions provided in the questionnaire, under one tester’s supervision. In accordance with predefined criteria, minimum 15 people were recruited per leaflet, with healthcare professionals excluded. Twenty five questions were asked related to the content of each leaflet to assess the locatability and comprehensibility using a questionnaire. In addition, participants’ opinions were requested to 18 different aspects of the package leaflets, such as contrast and motivation to read the information.

All data was coded in a SPSS 18.0 statistic program table and rechecked via double data input. Afterwards, averages, minimum, maximum and correlation coefficients after Spearman were calculated using this software.

3. Results

Of the 271 package leaflets, 13 had to be excluded from measuring the opacity according to the following predefined criteria (3 × self-adhesive labels, 5 × package leaflet with soiled edges, 2 × coloured paper, 2 × leaflets with coated paper, 1 × unmeasurable leaflet). The remaining 258 package leaflets were from 79 different pharmaceutical companies. Three quarters (n = 191) were from medicines available only on prescription. At 75.6 %, the portrait format was most commonly used, followed by the landscape format (22.5 %); the remaining 1.5 % used a quadratic size. Only three leaflets used glossy paper (0.4 %).

The average paper weight was 52.5 g/m² (minimum 38.9 g/m², maximum 85.8 g/m²), whereby only 9 leaflets had a grammage of less than 40 g/m² and accumulations were found in the following three groups: 40, 50 and 60 g/m² (± 2 g/m²). The average opacity was 83.2 % (minimum 72.0 %, maximum 94.2 %) with a strong accumulation between 80 and 90 % (fig. 1). The date of the most recent test was 2471.

Other correlations were found; an increase in the number of words contained in the 258 leaflets investigated, corresponded to a significant decrease in paper weight, opacity and font size and an increase in the format size (p ≤ 0.001; correlation coefficients: −0.203, −0.256, −0.363 and 0.824).

The average contrast between font of the main text and paper was 14.0 : 1 (minimum: 2.4 : 1; maximum: 19.2 : 1); measured after standardised scan and using the software Colour Contrast Analyser, version 1.2, whereby the contrast per package leaflet is the mean of measurements in five different chapters. Both – the opacity and paper weight – showed a low; however, significant correlation to the contrast, whereby the opacity showed a higher correlation (p = 0.001, correlation coefficient: 0.211 versus p = 0.003, correlation coefficient: 0.186). Table 1 illustrates that the opacity influence on the contrast was highest in the group of lowest paper weight.

Of the two colours most frequently used, black has a significantly higher contrast, whereby pharmaceutical companies used higher grammages here, but smaller font sizes (table 2). The 141 package leaflets with black font and a minimum opacity of 80 % showed – at 15.3 : 1 – a significantly higher contrast than the remaining 39 leaflets with black font and lower opacity (13.8 : 1; p < 0.001). The readability test results showed that the participants required, on average, 25 minutes (minimum: 11, maximum: 41) to locate and provide the information relating to the 25 content questions. Increasing the opacity or the paper weight means less time was required by the participants (correlation coefficient of opacity: -0.170 [p = 0.006]; correlation coefficient of paper weight: -0.134 [p = 0.031]); however, the font size had 1.5 times, and the word count 4.4 times, higher correlation coefficients than the opacity. This illustrates the main influence of the word
count on the locatability; particularly, as the volume of text correlated with the opacity.

The subanalysis of two package leaflets groups with similar word counts (600 to 1400 and 2800 to 3200 words) confirms this. It showed no correlation between locatability time and the opacity of the paper. Also, no influence of the opacity on the fraction of located information and the comprehensibility was found.

The analysis of the 18 requested participants’ opinions of the package leaflets showed that other aspects exerted a greater influence than the opacity. For example, the font size had 2.6 times and 4.2 times higher correlation coefficient on the following two requested opinions – “The contrast between the colours of the font and the paper supports the readability of the text,” and “The text is easy to read.” – than the opacity. An investigation of a leaflet group with a similar font size (2.25 to 2.55 mm; n = 128) showed no significant influence of the opacity on both requested opinions.

4. Discussion

According to the results and the readability guideline, opacity influences legibility, as do other aspects such as font type, font size, and paper and font colour [2]. However, it showed no influence on the readability, which covers the locatability and comprehensibility of the information provided in package leaflets.

The findings illustrate that thicker paper or higher paper weight do not ensure good legibility as, according to table 1, paper types with similar grammages, e.g. of around 50 g/m², have a broad range of impenetrability of visible light from low to high levels. This is supported by findings of Feldmüller et al. published in 2011, on basis of 60 investigated paper types used in package leaflets [5]. Furthermore, paper types with low grammage are appropriate if they have a sufficient opacity. The qualities of such thin papers with high opacity are interesting given that the aforementioned continual volume of text increase and the rise to minimum 9pt font size recommended in the readability guideline since 2009 require larger leaflet formats [2, 4, 7]. If the end-folded larger sized leaflet – with thinner paper – requires similar space to the currently used higher grammage leaflet, then time and cost-intensive changes to the packaging process can be avoided.

While accepting that many paper types used in the 2005 package leaflet study may no longer be in use, the results of this investigation illustrate that the opacity is a more appropriate quality parameter than the paper weight as it has stronger correlations to legibility aspects. Therefore, the European Commission should consider updating the readability guideline by replacing the emphasis on paper weight with opacity. This step would bring the readability guideline in line with other accepted guidelines, such as the norm DIN 1450 published in April 2013, which defined the opacity as a character carrier dependent effect on the legibility without mentioning the paper weight [8].

In addition, a minimum opacity should be defined for package leaflets. Paper types with minimum 80 % opacity are already available and significantly increase the contrast between the font and its background.
5. Conclusion

The paper weight is less appropriate for assessing paper quality than the opacity; therefore, it should be replaced by the opacity in the readability guideline and in practice.
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